Abstract. We obtain necessary conditions for the series P P c mn , which is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix method A, to be such that P P c mn mn is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix B.
INTRODUCTION
A doubly infinite matrix A D .a mnij / is said to be doubly triangular if a mnij D 0 for i > m and j > n. The mn-th terms of the A-transform of a double sequence fs mn g is defined by
a mnij s ij :
A series P P c mn , with partial sums s mn is said to be absolutely A-summable, of order k 1, if where for any double sequence fu mn g, and for any four-fold sequence fa mnij g, we define
11 u mn D u mn u mC1;n u m;nC1 C u mC1;nC1 ; 11 a mnij D a mnij a mC1;n;i;j a m;nC1;i;j C a mC1;nC1;i;j ; ij a mnij D a mnij a m;n;i C1;j a m;n;i;j C1 C a m;n;iC1;j C1 ; i 0 a mnij D a mnij a m;n;i C1;j ; and 0j a mnij D a mnij a m;n;i;j C1 : The one-dimensional version of (1.1) appears in [1] . It is easily verified that O a 0000 D N a 0000 D a 0000 . In [3] it is shown that
11 a m 1;n 1; ; :
. Let x mn denote the mn-th term of the A-transform of the sequence of partial sums fs mn g of the series P P c mn . Then
and a direct calculation verifies that In a recent paper Savas and Rhoades [2] obtained sufficient conditions for the series P P c mn , which is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix method A, to be such that P P c mn mn is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix B.
In this paper we obtain necessary conditions for the series P P c mn , which is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix method A, to be such that P P c mn mn is absolutely summable of order k by a doubly triangular matrix B. 
where
Then the necessary conditions of the fact that the jAj k summability of P P c mn implies the jBj k summability of P P c mn mn are the following items:
The space of sequences satisfying (2.3) is a Banach space if it is normed by
We shall also consider the space of sequences fY mn g that satisfy (2.2). This space is also a BK-space with respect to the norm
The transformation
0; m Ä u; n < v; 0; m < u; n Ä v; From (2.4) and (2.5) it follows that
Substituting (2.7) and (2.8) into (2.6), along with (2.1), gives
The above inequality implies that each term of the left hand side is
Using the first term one obtains
which is condition (i).
In a similar manner one obtains conditions (ii) -(iv). Using the sequence, defined by c uC1;vC1 D 1; and c ij D 0 otherwise, yields
O a m;n;uC1;vC1 ; m u C 1; n v C 1 and
The corresponding norms are
Applying (2.6), we have
which implies (v). □ Every summability factor theorem becomes an inclusion theorem by setting each mn D 1.
Corollary 1. Let A and B two doubly triangular matrices, A satisfying (2.1). Then necessary conditions of the fact that the jAj k summability of P P c mn implies the jBj k summability of P P c mn are the following items:
Proof. To prove Corollary 1 simply put mn D 1 in Theorem 1. □
We shall call a doubly infinite matrix a product matrix if it can be written as the termwise product of two singly infinite matrices F and G; i.e., a mnij D f mi g nj for each i; j; m; n.
A doubly infinite weighted mean matrix P has nonzero entries p ij =P mn , where p 00 is positive and all of the other p ij are nonnegative, and P mn WD P m i D0 P n j D0 p ij . If P is a product matrix then the nonzero entries are p i q j =P m Q n , where p 0 > 0; p i > 0 for i > 0; q 0 > 0; q i 0 for j > 0 and P m WD P m i D0 p i ; Q n WD P n j D0 q j . Now we have the following corollary Corollary 2. Let B be a doubly triangular matrix, P a product weighted mean matrix satisfying
Then necessary conditions for P P c mn summable jP j k to imply that P P c mn mn is summable jBj k are 
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